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As we finished lunch, I noticed that Jack had disappeared. I wondered what had
happened to him. As I walked out of the gathering hall with Rick, he said that this is the
most amazing day I have ever had. I nodded in agreement. As we stepped outside,
Gunnar was there with the cart. It was decked out in silk and lace and covered with
exotic flowers.
We climbed aboard and drove back to Jack’s compound. Gunnar drove us around back
and stopped by the infinity pool. The pool had all sorts of floating floral arrangements.
There was a beautiful seating area next to the guest house. The center piece was a divan
covered in silk and lace and surrounded by spectacular floral arrangements. The boys
stood beside their mother and both developed erections as the 3 looked at the divan.
Bjorn served us frozen piña coladas. Each of us took one and Jack walked out of the
house smiling and took the last drink. He toasted everyone. Sandy grabbed Jack and
kissed him deeply while lightly rubbing his manhood. Jack sputtered in surprise as she
told him he was the most wonderful man she had ever met…except for Rick. Jack said
that he hated to leave us, but he had business on the mainland. He said he would be back
in a few days.
Ingrid pulled up behind us in her cart. Rick offered her a drink.
Ingrid smiled and said no thank you…I can only stay a moment. I just stopped by to be
sure that everyone was okay. She said that she wanted Rick and the boys to know that
the potion that she gave them this morning would cause them to have a strong desire to
mate and frequent erection. She looked at Mattie and Josh and grinned, I guess I am not
telling you guy anything that you do not already know.
Ingrid walked over to Sandy and took a small vial and poured it into her drink. I gave the
boys some drugs to increase their libido and enhance their ability to get erections so that
they will want to seed you several times a day while you are fertile. This potion will

significantly increase your sex drive. It will make you crave sex. You will feel the need
to present your sex to the males in the family. Sandy took a big sip from her drink.
Ingrid told Rick that Sandy will be like an animal in heat. If she sees an erection she will
want to mount it. That is why Gunnar, Bjorn and their little brothers have also been
given the potion. Ingrid introduced Jonas and Leif to everyone. Jonas is Gunnar’s little
brother who just turned 12 and Leif is Bjorn’s little brother. Leif is 11 ½. Boys when
Rick or Mack become erect you are to suck all of their essence from them.
Rick if you must mount Sandy…and I can understand why you will want to do that…I
want you to take her anally.
Why is that, Rick asked.
I don’t want to dilute the boys’ potent sperm with yours. Her sex drive will be so strong
she may need to be seeded by two of you at once. I want you to enjoy Gunnar and Bjorn.
Their brothers are in the early stages of puberty. Let me know if either of them
ejaculates. If they begin to ejaculate consistently we will want them to be anointed,
seeded and confirmed.
That caused Rick to immediately get rock hard. I reached over and began to feel him up
through his robe. Bjorn came over and dropped to his knees and bent to raise the hem of
the robe up to waist height. Gunnar removed the robe and began to suck on Rick’s
nipple. Bjorn’s sandy blond hair was in his eyes as he took Rick’s cock to the pubes.
Jonas was sucking Rick’s other nipple while Rick felt his tight young ass. Jonas has
white blond hair just like his brother. At first it appeared to Rick that Jonas had no pubic
hair. Rick started to explore the boy’s 4” penis. It was thin and uncut. As Rick’s fingers
explored it, he discovered that there were fine, white blond pubes at the base of his rock
hard cock. Rick hoped over the next couple of days to be able to receive Jonas’ first
seed.
Rick took Jonas’ young cock and sucked it while he played with his rosebud. Rick loved
sucking on the boy’s immature cock. Gunnar sucking on his nipple and Bjorn sucking on
his cock took Rick right over the edge. Bjorn choked on the volume of seed that Rick
ejaculated. Gunnar moved around behind Rick and without lube started to enter him.
There was still enough oil from this morning that entry was pretty easy. Rick continued
to suck Jonas. Jonas was starting to moan loudly and fuck Rick’s handsome face as
Gunnar began to plow Rick. Gunnar’s loins slapping Rick’s ass could be heard all
around the pool. Jonas started to scream out as the intensity of Rick’s sucking pushed
him over the edge. Rick was rewarded with a little watery boy cum. Gunnar saw Jonas
in full orgasmic delight slamming his young cock into Rick’s mouth. That was enough to
push Gunnar over the top. Gunnar plowed Rick deeply delivering a massive load of seed
to Rick’s core. The pounding that his prostate was taking was enough to make Rick fire
another load in the air. He squirted all over Jonas and the chair.

Ingrid asked all of us to finish our drinks. As I looked over, Josh was already sucking on
his mothers teat. Mattie was on his knees probing his mother’s labia and clitoris with the
tip of his tongue. Sandy’s body began to jerk as if it was receiving electric shocks from
Matt’s stimulation. When Ingrid asked them to finish their drinks, everyone grabbed
their drinks and finished them in one gulp.
Josh took his mother by the hand and led her to the divan. Sandy was amazed at how
hard her young son was. She traced her finger down the length of his erection and
listened to him moan. As they walked toward the divan, Josh’s penis left of trail of
precum. Sandy’s body suddenly began to crave an erect penis. It was as if there was an
itch deep inside her vagina that only a steel hard penis could scratch.
Sandy quickly lay on the divan and presented her mons pubis for her son to take. She
spread her legs and played suggestively with her clit. She needed Josh’s seed. She
desperately wanted her oldest son to mount her.
Josh thrust deeply to his mother’s core. He had a need that only a rough fucking could
scratch. Every nerve ending in Josh’s fifteen year old body was on fire. Josh was totally
consumed with the need to mate. Sandy had the same need and cried out each time
Josh’s ram battered her cervix. It felt like he was going all the way in her womb.
Sandy wrapped her legs around her boy and pulled his manhood deeper inside her. The
tip of his rock hard manhood was crushed against her cervix. Sandy would not release
Josh until he released his load deep in her womb. It was at that moment that his seed was
expelled deep in her womb. His hot potent seed launched from the end of his erection
swimming as fast as they could toward her waiting egg. Sandy held him tighter and
ground against his teenage penis until she was sure she had milked every drop of seed
from his body. Both were gasping for breath. Josh had a powerful climax and Sandy
was still on the verge. Sandy looked over and saw Rick with Gunnar and Jonas. She
fixated on Rick’s massive erection and was determined to mount it. Rick knew how to
bring her to an earth shattering climax. Sandy didn’t care what Ingrid said…she needed
that cock. She was about to push Josh off when Matt roughly pulled Josh off of his
mother.
Sandy was shocked at her abrupt emptiness. The feeling did not last long. Matt mounted
his mother immediately and for Sandy it was as if she had not missed a stroke. She was
still right on the verge of a mind bending orgasm. Matt’s rampant erection pounded his
mother. His loins and pubic bone pounded her clit. Her moans and screams could be
heard on the other side of the island. Sandy could barely breathe. She was gasping for
breath when she went over the edge screaming. She wrapped her legs around Mattie and
her vagina practically inhaled the boy.
Rick watched in shock but her climax pushed him over the edge. Rick shot rope after
rope of cum down Gunnar’s throat. Rick stroked Jonas and felt the boy’s body
experience a dry orgasm.

Bjorn and I were on the other side of the pool at the bar with Leif. I could tell that Leif
was very nervous. I took him aside and asked him if he wanted a snack. He nodded
shyly. I took him in the house and asked Sven to fix us a snack of fruit and cheese.
I looked at Leif and asked him if all of this made him nervous. He nodded clearly on the
verge of tears. I told him that was okay. Bjorn looked worried about what I might tell
Leif, but fortunately young Leif was faced the other way. I went on to tell him that
before the body matures sexually, it is hard to understand why all of this sexual stuff is
such a big deal. But once the hormones kick in all things sexual become the center of a
teen boy’s life. When that happens, teen boys are only focused on ejaculating their seed
as often as possible.
Leif looked at me and asked why.
I smiled and told him it was because the feeling that happens with an ejaculation is
beyond description. It is the best feeling a human body can experience. Guys want to
have that feeling as often as possible.
Leif nodded a little more sure of himself…but clearly he did not understand.
Bjorn and I can help you have that feeling. Come with me. I took his hand and I led him
to the master bedroom and Jack’s shower. I stripped off his loin cloth and pushed the
button on Jack’s shower. Twelve shower heads started to spray us with water that was
just the perfect temperature. I took the bottle of body wash and I began to soap him.
Bjorn turned off the water. I soaped his chest and kept dragging my finger nails over his
little nipples. They quickly became erect. Bjorn washed Leif’s penis and soaped his
crack. We turned on the water and rinsed him off.
I began to kiss Leif and continued to stroke his nipples. Bjorn took Leif’s erect penis and
began to lick and suck it. Soon Leif’s prepubescent body was vibrating with all of the
new feelings. He opened his mouth as we were kissing and I began to kiss him deeply
probing every corner of his mouth. His moaning increased.
I saw that Bjorn has developed a rhythm. I moved down and began to suck and lick his
little nipples. I could sense that the boy was right on the verge of his first orgasm. He
began to struggle…trying to pull back from his brother’s intense stimulation of his
immature cock. Bjorn stayed with it intensifying his sucking.
Bjorn I am going to pee…
Bjorn kept sucking until we heard a low, almost unearthly moan escape young Leif’s lips.
That was soon followed by a massive shudder that shook his young body to the core.
Bjorn slowed down and as Leif pushed him away from his momentarily sensitive penis.
Bjorn laughed and said, did you like that little brother?

Outside it was another drama. Feeling his mother’s vagina spasm in climax sent Mattie
right over the top. He thrust his hard young cock right to his mother’s cervix again and
again and again. He felt each rope of cum burn out of his hot cock. Mattie and Sandy
were completely covered with sweat despite the pleasant trade winds blowing across the
pool.
Mattie almost crawled away. He collapsed in a padded lounge chair completely
exhausted. If he had been offer oxygen, he would have gladly accepted.
Josh was sound asleep in the next chair over and Mattie nodded off quickly. They had
both been so nervous the night before that neither of them had slept well.
Sandy drifted off as well. But she was still in need and as she slept she dreamed of hard
cocks pounding her beautiful ass. She was startled awake by a mini orgasm…something
that had never happened to her before.
Sandy needed a hard cock and as she looked around she saw that Josh was sound asleep
but had a raging erection. Sandy quietly got up and straddled her oldest son. She took
hold of his manhood. Sandy loved being on top. She could control things from this
position.
Josh began to stir just as his mother aligned his beautify cock with her core. Sandy
wasted no time with preliminaries. She wanted that stone member deep inside her. She
slammed it to her core…again and again. She loved the feeling of the deep penetration
and her clit smashing against his pubic bone. She rode him like there was no
tomorrow…deep swift strokes. As she felt him trying for his orgasm, Sandy lay on
Josh’s chest to slow him down. She very much wanted this to last.
Sandy was so engrossed in fucking her oldest son, she did not notice that not only was
Mattie awake…he had a powerful erection as well. The potion created a desperate need
in Mattie to plant his seed. He momentarily thought about just jacking off until he saw
his mother literally riding his older brother’s rock hard erection. He saw that Josh’s
sandy blond hair was matted to his forehead with perspiration. Mattie didn’t care…he
needed a good seeding. He saw his brother’s cock deep in his mother. He thought
momentarily about seeding her ass…but then thought it might be fun to double penetrate
her with his brother.
Mattie knelt behind her and bent his throbbing member so that he could attack her core.
Mattie slid his cock up his brother’s erection until he met the resistance of the entrance to
her vagina. Mattie was so driven he kept pushing with all he might until he felt his head
pierce his mother. The penetration caused Sandy to momentarily scream in pain and
surprise as her youngest boy double penetrated her. After of moment the pain subsided
and she loved the feeling of two hard cocks seeding her.
For Josh, the double penetration was just what he needed. The pressure and friction of
his brother’s cock was pushing him toward a major climax. Josh loved the feeling of

Mattie sliding against him and feeling their cock heads roughly sliding up and down each
other. The tension in Josh’s loins was starting to become unbearable.
Sandy was feeling the same push toward a massive orgasm. The fullness of double
penetration along with knowing she was being seeded by both of her sons at the same
time was more than she could take. The massive orgasm swept over her like a tidal
wave. She screamed in pleasure with each thrust from the boys. They were piercing
orgasmic screams that could he heard all over the island.
Sandy’s contractions and Mattie’s rough thrusting pushed Josh to another body wracking
orgasm. Sandy’s screams intensified as she felt her son’s hot cum once again flood her
cervix.
Sandy and Josh’s orgasms were very stimulating for Mattie, but he was no where near
ready for his orgasm. His continued thrusting as his brother’s orgasm subsided was an
immediate source of pain for Josh. Josh’s half hard cock was super sensitive after
seeding his mother and his brother fucking action was causing Josh great pain. Josh kept
crying out oh no….not more…as the intensity of the pain increased.
Mattie was enjoying thrusting against his brother’s half hard cum covered cock. It
provided a wonderful source of stimulation and he really missed being sexy with his
brother. That stimulated Mattie to thrust even harder.
Josh was in pain from Mattie’s thrusting. His cock was terribly sensitive. Josh really
wanted to pull out of his mother’s vagina, but he could feel his shaft becoming erect
again. The thrusting of his brother, the chance to have sex with Mattie and Mom at the
same time had Josh on sensory overload. Before he knew it, he was rock hard with an
ultrasensitive cock.
Both boys were soon thrusting together. The ultra sensitive cock head allowed Josh to
painfully catch up with his brother and soon both were on the verge of powerful
climaxes. Quickly they both went over the top and took Sandy with them. The
screaming and moaning was unbelievable. As soon as the climax passed they all
collapsed. They were finally spent…at least for the moment. They went to the master
bedroom in the guest house to shower and collapse.
While all of that was going on Ingrid drove up in her golf cart to check on us. I was in
the middle of face fucking Leif. I was right on the verge of climax when she arrived. I
could not stop I needed to feed my seed to the boy. I could not believe that I was face
fucking a preteen while a female doctor and his brother watched me. That thought drove
me over the edge. The orgasm was so powerful that it seemed like I had not cum for
months. It was more than enough seed to choke the boy. As he choked and tried to get
his breath I continued to shoot rope after rope of cum all over his face and body.
When I caught my breath I saw that Ingrid was fingering herself. That was enough for
Bjorn…he took her to a lounge chair and stripped her naked. With out any preliminaries

he began to mate her. He drove his cock to her core. Bjorn acted like he was possessed.
He needed to seed Ingrid. He quickly reached his climax and as his hot cum entered her
womb, Ingrid screamed out in orgasmic delight. Watching Bjorn made me crave seeding
her. I mounted her amazed that I was erect again just moments after a huge orgasm. I
thrust deeply into Ingrid and she began to moan as her orgasm swept over her. I kept
pounding her over and over until orgasm washed over me. I was slipping and sliding in
Bjorn’s massive load of cum, but it did not take me long to add my load to his. That sent
Ingrid into another massive orgasm.

With everyone momentarily sated, Ingrid told me that the potion would begin to wear off
in the morning. We decided a sailing trip might be a good idea. During that brief
discussion I became rock hard as I looked at Ingrid’s tight body. I knelt between her leg
and in moments I penetrated her to the hilt. Ingrid thrust back. We continued to mate
until my lust was satisfied.
Almost everybody continued to have sex until about 3 in the morning. We all drifted off
in a coma like state and slept until about 9:00. Josh and Matt woke up with powerful
erections and took turns seeding their mother 4 times. They showered and were amazed
at the volume of cum that leaked from their mother. It left a trail all the way to the
shower.
Everyone else had morning sex too. I woke up with a massive erection. I was holding
Leif. I dipped my fingers in the lube on the bedside table. I lubed his tiny hole…I had to
fuck him even though I knew I was not supposed to do so. First I inserted one finger and
Leif moaned deeply. He must have liked it because he pressed back for more. I added a
second finger. He started moaning even louder. That was enough to wake big brother
Bjorn. Bjorn leaned up to see what was going on. That was when I added the third
finger. That was when Leif began to complain that it was too much. Bjorn moved to the
other side of the bed and began to suck his little brother.
That was when I greased my steel hard pole. I put the greasy tip right at the boy’s
swollen rosebud. I took him by the waist and started to impale him on my raging cock.
Bjorn was jacking his cock like a madman. Leif screamed as I violated his sacred space.
I stopped but my cock was vibrating it was so hard. I could not wait. I took the boy to
his core. Bjorn was moaning because he was stroking so fast.
Leif was still whimpering as my cock began to pound his prostate. After a few moments
he was thrusting with me to help bury my cock deeper in his virgin hole. That was
enough to push Leif over the edge. He thrust his hard cock as deep as he could in his
brother’s mouth. I kept pounding his prostate and soon I filled his rectum with a massive
load of my seed. As I finished, Bjorn kiss Leif deeply and Leif pulled back in surprise.
He asked Bjorn if that was cum and Bjorn smiled and said yes.

Bjorn smiled at me and said you seeded my little brother and he kissed me so that I could
taste Leif’s cum too. We showered and walked out for breakfast. The three of us were
naked. Jack was having coffee by the pool and he smiled at us.
Leif ran over and gave Jack a kiss. He told him that I had seeded him and he came in
Bjorn’s mouth. Jack was wearing shorts, but that did not slow down the once shy boy.
He pulled down Jack’s zipper and pulled out his hard cock. He began to lick Jack’s cock
like it was an ice cream cone. Soon Jack was moaning in pleasure close to orgasm.
I took Bjorn’s cock in my mouth and got some cream for my blueberries. What a
wonderful combination. Moments later Jack filled young Leif’s mouth with a load of hot
cum. He took the boy and kissed him passionately so that he could taste his own seed in
the boy’s mouth.
It seemed as if every one was having cream with their breakfast except for Mattie and
Josh. They stumbled out of the guest house along with Sandy. All three of them looked
exhausted. The came into the dining room and greedily took coffee. I stood next to
Mattie and grinned and said that I didn’t know that he drank coffee.
He half moaned and said that he didn’t…but after yesterday I have to have some.
Rough night?
I think I came 12 times yesterday…I shot cum every time…my cock is raw, Mattie said.
Ingrid walked in just in time to hear his comment. She said, I think that is excellent.
How are you doing Sandy?
Sandy, who was walking kind of bowlegged, just moaned in response.
I looked at Jack and laughed. I told him I thought we needed a change of pace today.
Why don’t we all go sailing after breakfast?
Jack said, that sounds like a good idea.
Ingrid said, Mack since you mentioned it yesterday I invited Elisabet and Annika to go
along.
I told her I thought that was an excellent idea. I looked at Josh and Matt. You boys
might want to jump in the shower. You reek of sex.
Mattie looked at Jack and asked if it was okay if they used his shower.
Jack said sure as long as you don’t mind some company. The all wandered of toward the
master bedroom. Jack could not help himself. He ran his fingers down both boys’ backs.

Mattie turned to see that Jack was fully erect. He knelt in front of Jack and began to
worship his member. In a few moments Jack blessed him with a full load of seed.
A few minutes later everyone was headed toward the boat. Matt and Josh lagged back to
wait for Elisabet and Annika. And who could blame them.
When the girls arrived clad only in white bikini panties, the looked very cute as they set
off toward the launch hand in hand with the boys in their loin cloths. Even though he
was completely spent, Mattie’s cock started to stir as he admired Annika’s budding
breasts. Matt knew it wasn’t possible but they seemed larger than yesterday.
As the four of them climbed aboard the launch, Sven motored toward Jack’s majestic
yacht. Looking at the mast standing up 85 feet in the air began to make Mattie start to
chub. By the time Mattie climbed aboard the Luck Duck, the name of Jack’s boat, his
little loin cloth was inflated and his manhood was inflamed.
Sandy smiled as her handsome sons came aboard with the beautiful young ladies. They
were both clearly smitten. The state of Mattie’s loin cloth did not escape her either.
Sandy’s juices started to flow when she thought about her youngest son’s tumescence.
She hoped he would not be embarrassed when he needed to seed his mother in front of
the girls. She saw that his fresh loin cloth was being soiled with his precum. It would
not be long before the boy would have to have relief.
Bjorn cast off and Jack motored out through the reef. Once he was beyond the reef, Jack
had Gunnar unfurl the main sail. Then he asked Josh to unfurl the head sail using the
roller furling. Josh knelt on the starboard seat cushion and began to unfurl the Genoa.
He bent over and as he did so, the wind lifted his loin cloth and his tight butt and pink
rosebud were revealed.
Elisabet rubbed the back of his thigh. She had no way of knowing just how sensitive
both Josh and Matt were to having their thighs stroked. When Josh turned around his
was blushing because there was no way to hide his erection from everyone. Even though
he had seeded his mother in front of everyone yesterday, he still found it embarrassing to
be erect. And he was particularly embarrassed to be erect in front of Elisabet.
Josh looked down to see that there were already lots of precum stains on his loin cloth.
Annika saw that Mattie was erect. She lifted the front of his loin cloth and placed her
hand around his erect organ. Mattie was blushing furiously.
Annika said, oh my Mattie you are so beautiful. You are so erect. You must need to seed
your mother.
Mattie was amazed at how casual she was about his erection. Annika put her hand on his
back and gently guided him to his mother. Annika looked at Sandy and said in a very
matter of fact fashion, I think Matt needs to seed you. Sandy nodded and dropped her

robe to the deck. She moved across to the windward side of the boat and gripped the
starboard rail. Jack eased off the wind so that the boat would heel less while the boy was
mounting his mother. Annika led Mattie to his mother. She looked into his deep blue
eyes and ask him if she could help. Mattie could only nod.
Annika gently took hold of Mattie’s erect penis and aimed it at his mother’s vulva.
Annika continued to hold his erection as the tip touched Sandy’s swollen and dripping
vulva. Annika could feel the throbbing in Mattie’s penis with each beat of his heart. Her
hand was now covered with his precum. Once Mattie felt the moistness of Sandy’s labia,
he could not control himself. Mattie grasp Sandy’s hips and thrust in to her deeply again
and again until Sandy was crying out with the intensity of her orgasm. It was at that
moment that Matt planted his seed.
No sooner had Matt ejaculated the last of he semen, than his brother pulled him away
from his mother’s sacred vessel. Josh roughly rammed his cock home. In moments he
seeded his mother. Sandy was too exhausted to climax again.
When Matt turned around he saw that Annika had her hand in her panties and was
fingering herself. Matt went to her and they sat down and he began to kiss Annika and
play with her nipples. In moments Annika was moaning and her entire body shuddered
with her orgasm. She kissed Mattie deeply and then on the cheek and thanked him.
Josh did the same thing with Elisabet. He put his hand in her panties and gently explored
her sacred place. Her juices were flowing. As Josh kissed her he played with her clit.
Elisabet started crying out in pleasure. Josh sucked on her teat until he felt her shudder as
wave after wave of her orgasm swept over her.
About an hour later as they turned back to port, Annika began to rub her abdomen. She
didn’t say anything but Ingrid sitting across from her noticed. A few minutes later
Annika began to complain of a stomach ache. Ingrid suppressed a smile and suggested
that it was probably motion sickness. The next cramp hit and she bent over for a
moment. It was then that Annika felt moistness between her legs.
As Ingrid looked across, she could not help but notice the red stain spreading on the
crotch of Annika’s white bikini panties. Matt looked at Ingrid and in a worried voice
asked if there was anything she could give Annika for her stomach. As he glanced at
Annika he noticed that she was also pale.
Ingrid stepped over and put her hand on Josh’s shoulder and told him it would be okay.
She told Jack to call ahead and have us met at the dock with several golf carts. She said
that he needed to call Magnus too. It was at that moment Mattie saw the red stain on
Annika’s panties.
My God…she is bleeding! Mattie said. Again Ingrid placed a hand on his shoulder and
he looked toward her in anticipation. Ingrid said, Mattie it is natural. This is her first
menses. She is ripe.

Mattie asked if this meant that she would be seeded. Ingrid nodded yes.
Josh was astounded at this turn of events. He held Elisabet’s hand. Josh did not notice
that Elisabet was also experiencing discomfort. She rubbed her tummy and thought to
herself that she needed to watch what she is eating. She thought she had put on a few
pounds.
When they were back in the harbor, the launched pulled up as soon the mooring line was
secure. Everyone was focused on Annika. No one noticed that Elisabet’s panties were
stained. Elisabet felt the dampness but thought it was because of what she and Josh had
done earlier. It wasn’t until she stood that she felt a bit of a gush as her body cleansed it
self. Josh was the first to notice.
He tapped Ingrid on the shoulder and nodded at the stains on the deck.
Ingrid smiled and hugged Elisabet. She pulled Annika into the hug. Ingrid said, you
girls are amazing…you do everything together. Annika looked down to see that
Elisabet’s bikinis were stained like hers.
Gunnar helped both girls into the launch and held it steady for Ingrid and Sandy to climb
aboard. Call Magnus and the professor and have them bring their families to the church.
The families met the girls at the church. They dressed Annika and Elisabet with only a
napkin to catch the sacred flow and a beautiful white robe and sandals. The bell on the
church was tolling calling the community to the church. As everyone arrived they were
met at the church door by Magnus and the deacons. Magnus welcomed everyone and told
them of the joyous news. He then led the procession to the sanctuary.
Annika and Elisabet were placed on a pedestal as a symbol of the critical role of women
in the continuation of the community. Their mothers removed their white robe so that the
congregation may view the beautiful transformation of their bodies.
The mothers gently removed each girl’s napkin and processed through the church
displaying the sacred bloody discharge to the community. Hymns are sung during this
time.
As the hymn concluded, Magnus placed his hand on both girls abdomens and prayed for
their fertility. It was especially poignant that Magnus was praying for his young
daughter. A small tear gathered at the corners of his eye because of the tenderness of the
moment. Magnus pride over his daughter’s ripening was apparent.
Magnus told the girls to step off the pedestal and to spread their legs in hopes that a few
drops of blood will spill on the floor of the sanctuary. Magnus explained that the staining
of the floor is a symbol of a young woman joining the congregation as an adult. Both
girls had a strong flow and the floor was quickly stained with several drops of blood from

each of the girls. The Deacons each knelt and with a white cloth wiped the floor clean
and each turned simultaneously to display the cloth. This was the joyous sign that both
girls were ripe for seeding.
Magnus waited for the choir to finish the joyous hymn. He announced in a sonorous tone
of voice that Annika and Elisabet are woman and both are ripe for seeding. He
announced that the sacred seeding process must begin in keeping with the congregation’s
long standing tradition.
The congregation applauded. The mother’s brought the girls their robes. As the girls
processed from church the congregation followed. They all noticed the volume of blood
in the aisle and commented at what a wonderful sign this was.
Outside the church friends and family surrounded the girls and congratulated them on
becoming women. The girls hugged and kissed each other. It was hard to believe that
two close friends would become ripe on the same day at almost the same moment.
A week later at Sunday service, Magnus asked Ingrid, The Mistress of Fertility and
resident geneticist, to select the young men who would be the candidates for seeding the
young girls. Ingrid asked the girls to step forward. The Deacons removed their white
robes before they helped them step up on the pedestal.
Magnus cleared his throat and recited the history of the congregation regarding the
welcoming of newly ripe women into the body of the congregation. He stressed the
importance of the sacred seeding process. Magnus turned to Ingrid and asked that she
present the candidates.
Since there had been an imbalance of females versus male births, there were only four
candidates that were close to the proscribed age. She told the boys to come forward as
she called their names.
She asked Leif to step forward. The deacon removed his robe and the boy stood there
naked and rampantly erect. She called Jonas and he too was disrobed. Then she asked
Mattie to step forward. The deacon removed Mattie’s new robe. And lastly she called
Josh forward and he too was disrobed. As the boys all stood there they were told that
there will be no sexual activity for the next seven days. This is to ensure that the sperm
count is at the maximum level at the day of seeding.
Magnus moved down the line of boys and stopped at each one. He grasped their testicles
and prayed for their fertility. When this was completed the boys followed by the girls
processed out of the church. All were naked so that the congregation might admire the
beauty of their developing bodies.
The next week was a torment for both Mattie and Josh. They were not allowed to even
masturbate. By the fifth day both boys’ testicles ached from the build up of seed. They
were relieved when the 14th day arrived.

On the 14th day after their first sacred discharge, the girls were brought before the entire
congregation clothed only in a scarlet robe. Annika and Elisabet stepped up on the
pedestal again and awaited the procession of boys. The Mistress of Fertility led the
procession of boys toward the sanctuary and the waiting young woman. The Mistress of
Fertility moves from boy to boy disrobing them. The boys have been forbidden to touch
themselves in a sexual way since the day for the past week. The older boys testicles were
aching with seed. They were all rock hard when they were disrobed.
The scarlet robe, a symbol of what is about to occur, was removed from the Annika and
Elisabet. Ingrid explained to them that it is their job to ensure that the boys
are properly stimulated.
Ingrid nodded to Annika and Elisabet. They each began to play with their nipples and
massages their clitoris while studying the boys before them. Sometimes after a week of
total abstinence the scene is too much for a boy and he discharges his seed spontaneously.
The girls knew that if there was a spontaneous seeding they were not to select him, but at
the appropriate time kiss him deeply. They were also to thank him for his willingness to
seed her. Fortunately none of the boys spilled their seed.
After what seemed to the boys as a torturously long time, Magnus and Ingrid led the girls
to kneelers where they prayed about the selection process. Truth be known, both girls
were dripping in anticipation of their choices.
They concluded their prayers and turned to the boys. The Mistress of Fertility ask the
girls to decide which two boys would be eliminated. The tradition is that they will study
the boys and deeply kiss and fondle any boy that is not to be selected. While the girls
were conferring, they decided to tease the boys a bit.
While all of this was going on, the kneelers were removed and two beautiful alters were
wheeled into the center of the sanctuary. The Mistress of Fertility asked the girls for their
answer.
Annika and Elisabet walked directly toward Matt and Josh. Both bent as if they were
going to kiss the brothers. The brothers were both devastated until the girls rose up and
turned to Leif and Jonas. Annika fondled Leif and Elisabet fondled Jonas. They kissed
them tenderly on the cheek and whispered that they would soon make a beautiful girl
very happy. Then they kissed them deeply. Both boys were so stimulated that they each
exploded in the girls’ hands. The girls each smiled and licked the sacred seed off their
hands.
Ingrid, the Minister of Fertility, then asked Annika to choose first from the remaining two
boys since she was the first to become ripe. Annika smiled and stood before Matthew
totally naked. Matt could only think about how beautiful she is. Annika gently ran her

fingers over the side of his face and smiled at him. Ingrid nodded to Elisabet and she too
stepped in front of Josh and kissed him gently on the cheek.
Both girls knelt before their chosen mate and gently took their testicles in hand. They
each gently kissed the tender orbs giving thanks for the seed that they produce. Next each
girl tenderly kissed the glans of the penis. They each thanked God for the penetration
that is about to occur.
Josh put his hand out to Elisabet and helped to her feet. Mattie helped Annika to her feet
and tenderly kissed her. Neither boy had ever wanted anything more in their life than the
great blessing that they were about to receive.
The Mistress of Fertility stepped forward and took each girl’s hand and led them each to
a beautiful alter draped in white silk and covered in lace. Each of the alters is surrounded
by spectacular arrangements of tropical flowers and burning candles. Annika is helped
up on to the alter and she is arranged into the receiving position. Annika lay there in quite
anticipation with her knees bent. Annika could feel the juices leak from her vagina. For
the first time Mattie can see Annika’s sacred space and Rick watched as his son erect
penis continuously drooled precum.
Elisabet was then helped to her alter. She too lay in the receiving position. Josh was
fixated on her sacred space and he was drooling precum as well. There was a small
puddle at his feet.
While this is being done the Deacon brings the Minister a bowl of warm water and it is
used to cleanse both boys’ erections. Great care is taken not to stimulate the boy any
more than is absolutely necessary.
Magnus turned to the congregation and announced that not only do they have the unusual
situation of two girls being seeded at the same time, but they also have a situation where
the inseminators are brothers.
My brothers and sisters you know our tradition. It is that the father simultaneously seeds
the son as the son seeds the girl who has become ripe. The elders have met and decided
that this will be a simultaneous ceremony. Since Josh is the oldest he will be seeded by
Rick, his father. The family has chosen Mack to be the surrogate father to seed Mattie.
I was shocked because I had not thought about the situation. Ingrid called both of us
forward. The Deacons took us to the sacristy to disrobe. We were given white robes and
sandals to wear.
Magnus led Josh and Matt to the foot of the alter. Joshua and Matthew this is a day of
great celebration. It is a joy to have you as part of our congregation. The union between
Joshua and Elisabet and Matthew and Annika is an even greater blessing. May your
sacred seed find it’s way to a receptive egg that our congregation may continue to grow
and prosper.

Matthew is led to the alter first. As Mattie stood before the alter, the Magnus and
Ingrid each held one of Annika’s feet and they separated the foot of the alter into a “V”.
Mattie had his first view of Annika’s labia. Mattie stood waiting while Josh was led
forward. The boys stood side by side. Their erections throbbed with each beat of their
heart. Josh leaned over to tenderly kiss his younger brother while they separated Elisabet
alter into a “V”. From that moment Josh was fixated on the beautiful labia that he was
seeing for the first time.
The Deacon placed the pedestal at the center of the “V.” Ingrid, The Mistress of Fertility,
took Mattie forward to the pedestal in front of the alter while Magnus adjusted the height
of the alter so that Annika’s labia are perfectly aligned with Mattie’s erection. The
minister places his hand on the Annika’s mound with tear rolling down his face and with
his thumb gently pressing her clitoris and with his other hand gently took hold of Mattie’s
testicles. Usually the boy’s testicles are drawing up close to his body in preparation for an
immediate orgasm. Mattie’s were no exception. Magnus gently pulled the testicles into
their fully extended position in order to allow the consummation ceremony to last a little
longer. This task completed, the Senior Deacon passes him the holy oil so that Mattie’s
penis and Annika’s labia maybe anointed. Ingrid led me forward to stand behind Mattie
and took my robe. She gently applied oil to my penis anointing it thoroughly.
The same procedure was then followed for Joshua and Elisabet. Both of their genitals
were anointed and then Rick’s member was anointed.
Magnus turned to the congregation and explained for the benefit of the younger members
that it is important that the young man ejaculate as much seed as possible if the mating is
to be successful. The boy will be penetrated by his father at precisely the same moment
that the young man penetrates the young woman. Symbolically the father’s seeding of his
son at the moment the boy first seeds a girl is a statement about the importance of
continuity of the community.
The father seeding the son also increase son’s ejaculate thus improving the chances of the
insemination of the young woman. Magnus nodded to Rick and I that it is time to
proceed. We each reached around our boy and placed the tip of Matt and Josh’s penis
slightly inside the mouth of the Annika and Elisabet’s vagina. The Deacons positioned
our penises at the boy’s rosebud. Our hard cocks were the stem of each boy’s rose. I took
hold of Annika’s thighs as Rick did the same thing to Elisabet. The Deacon and Mistress
of Fertility ensure that the sexual organs are aligned.
A hush fell over the congregation as the Mistress of Fertility nodded to Rick and I.
We rammed our rock hard erection to the core of each boy. The momentum carried the
boy forward to thrust his erection to the core of the Annika and Elisabet. Matt and Josh
felt their erections penetrate Annika and Elisabet’s hymens at exactly the same moment.
Both girls screamed in pain as their sacred space were penetrated for the first time by a
man. The boys felt every ridge of the vagina and the slight opening of the cervix the
shove from behind forces each boy’s erection to slightly penetrate the cervix.

Magnus held Rick and my shoulder and indicated that we should remain still. As each
boy drew back for another thrust, they were impaled on our dicks. The Minister and
Deacons begin to suck the young Annika and Elisabet’s nipples while Josh and Mattie
continue to thrust deeply into each girls’ sacred space.
I could feel Mattie’s pace quicken and I watched Josh match Mattie thrust for thrust.
Both boys started to moan. I felt Mattie’s sphincter clamp down on my erection. Rick
gasp as Josh’s anus started to spasm. This drove both Rick and I over the edge at the
same time.
We were both so stimulated by this time that we had to seed our boy. Our urgent thrusts
against the boy’s sensitive prostate caused both boys to pass the point of no return. Rick
and I both moaned as we each felt the massive anal contractions as our boys climaxed
deep at the core of each girl…both of our penises were super sensitive from our recent
climax and the boys’ rough climactic thrusting is almost more than Rick and I could take.
All of the stimulation sent Annika and then Elisabet over the edge. The girls held hands
as they rode the stone ponies to a screaming climax. At this point the moans of the
congregation as they masturbated to their climaxes resounded through the Sanctuary. It
was a joyful moment. Rick and I gently uncoupled from his Josh and Mattie. The
Minister and Mistress of Fertility held each boy in place a little longer so that as much of
his sperm as possible is able to make the journey toward the egg.
As the boys’ penis became visibly soft, the Minister of Fertility wiped each bloody penis
on the white sanctuary cloth. As Annika sat up the bloody lips of her labia are wiped with
the cloth as well. Then Elisabet is helped in to a sitting position and her bloody labia are
also wiped with the silk cloth.
As the Annika and Elisabet stood, a bloody combination of their juices and the boy’s
semen were visible on the girls’ legs and on Josh and Matt’s penises. As we stepped
behind the boys Rick and I could see our seed leaking from the boys’ anuses. These
displays along with the stained white alter cloth caused spontaneous applause and
cheering. The choir began singing the Alleluia Chorus.
The boys and girls were led to the vestibule to by their families for the ceremonial
washing. They processed down the aisle following the bloody alter cloths. Josh and
Elisabet hugged all the way down the aisle. Matt turned to Annika and kissed her deeply.
His penis began to chub and Magnus leaned forward and suggested that they bathe so that
they may join the congregation for the celebration feast.
In the vestibule, there were 6 teens and preteens to assist with the cleansing process.
They gently washed the cum and blood off the boys and girls. Instead of Josh, Elisabet,
Annika and Mattie each moving to their own shower head, they stayed as couples. As the
10 year old washed Mattie, she noticed that he was beigining to get erect. She carefully
washed his member as it continued to harden. Annika started to present to Mattie so that
she could receive more of his sacred seed. Ingrid suggested that they save it for later.

They needed to move along because everyone was waiting at the feast. The girls put on
special robes of the finest handmade lace. The lace was so fine it was gossamer.
Essentially it enhance the beauty of their bodies instead of hiding it. The boys wore the
traditional loin cloth.
When the bathing was completed we all proceeded to the gathering hall. Ingrid thought it
was interesting that the young couples stayed together. They moved from table to table
as a couple. When they were seated at the head table, Magnus said the blessing and as
for the blessing of fertility on the young couples.
Mattie daydreamed during the blessing. He was so turned on by the idea of planting his
seed in a beautiful virgin. Seeding his mother was special, but this was totally awesome.
Annika took Matt’s arm and let him to the smorgasbord. It was an amazing buffet of
food. Many types of fish, lobster, shrimp and lamb were served. It was a feast fit for a
king.
The head table went to the smorgasbord first. No one could miss that both Mattie and
Josh were completely erect. The powerful potion was having it’s effect. Elisabet and
Annika were constantly brushing against the boys. The sometimes even copped a feel of
their manhood. The sexual tension was explosive.
When they returned to the table it was apparent that they did not have much interest in
their food. The people at the first tables could see the couples feeling each other up under
the table. Finally Annika could stand it no longer. She leaned over and kissed Mattie
deeply and with her hand she flipped his loin cloth out of her way. Annika swung her leg
over Mattie’s legs and mounted him like a horse only, to continue the analogy, she was
really only interested in riding the pommel horn on the saddle.
Annika roughly grabbed Mattie’s throbbing erection and stuffed it in her juicy sacred
place. She needed the boy’s seed right now! Annika began to ride Mattie knocking his
plate on the floor. Nnnnnngggggg…ahhhhhhh…and deep moans were heard escaping
her lips as she ground his manhood against her cervix scratching an itch deep inside
herself. Mattie was thrusting up off the chair to deepen his penetration. Several times it
felt like lips were kissing the tip of his penis when he was at the deepest penetration
point.
Magnus was horrified at his daughter’s wanton behavior. He started to intervene when
Ingrid stopped him by saying that Annika’s body maybe responding to the perfect
opportunity for insemination.
Not to be outdone, Elisabet followed her best friend’s lead and mounted Josh. Josh could
not believe how well lubricated Elisabet was. He loved the feeling of her hot cunt
milking the seed from his body. For her part, Elisabet was totally lost in the sensation of
mating. She was rutting like a wild animal. She, like Annika, was heard to emit all sorts

of cries of passion and screams as Josh’s steel hard cock penetrated her deeply. She was
totally lost in the passion to milk every drop of seed from Josh’s sacred orbs.
Moments later Mattie was heard to scream, Oh sweet Lord guide my seed to her egg.
Mattie unleashed a torrent of seamen. Rope after rope was being delivered perfectly to
Annika’s cervix. Annika screamed out in her orgasm knocking cups and glasses to the
floor.
Josh screamed, take my seed as he unloaded. They were so rambunctious that they
almost knocked the table over. Plates and cups and glasses crashed to the floor as the
couple screamed in their passionate release. Like Mattie, Josh’s cock was perfectly
positioned to deliver his entire load directly to Elisabet’s womb.
As their climaxes subsided…people slowly stood and began to cheer, shout, whistle and
applaud. In all of their years of participating in seeding ceremonies, they had never seen
anything like this. Many couple had shoved their plates out of the way and were taking
their mates on the banquet tables.
Matt, Annika, Josh and Elisabet were led away from the table stark naked and totally
disheveled. Cum and the mixed juices were dripping from the boys’ now soft penises.
The girls were also dripping as they were led to a cart that would take them to Jack’s
guest house. When they arrived, they all showered by the infinity pool. The each dove in
to the warm water of the pool and looked off toward a full moon that was rising over the
Caribbean waters.
Josh held Elisabet and gently plugged his erect member into her sacred chamber. He
thrust gently as they floated around the pool. Josh was gently bouncing off the bottom of
the pool and as he did he thrust deeply into Elisabet. She began to moan and locked her
legs around Josh pulling him even deeper inside her. They both cried out as wave after
wave of their orgasms swept over them.
Mattie and Annika climbed out of the pool. This time it was Mattie who had the
desperate need to seed. Matt took her to a lounge chair and bent her over the chair. He
thrust his cock into her doggy style. He reached around her and pinched her nipples as
his passion and thrusting increased. That was enough for Annika and she cried out as her
orgasm swept over her. Sweat was pouring off Mattie as he reached his peak and he
plowed her sacred chamber deeply leaving his gift of seed.
The four of them were spent and walked into the guest house. There was a note from
Ingrid to enjoy the frozen piña coladas left in the insulated pitchers. Mattie knew from
experience that they were laced with Ingrid’s special potion that would intensify their
need to mate and their seed production. She labeled a pitcher for the girls and one for the
boys. Mattie poured everyone a drink.
The combination of the liquor and the potion increased their need to mate. The girls
wanted to share the master bedroom. They were all aching to mate again and they all

quickly fell into bed. The best friends held hands as the boys penetrated them deeply.
With in minutes everyone had achieved another mind-blowing orgasm.
Annika toyed with her best friends nipples while Josh attacked Elisabet’s core. Mattie
whispered that Annika should suck her friend’s nipple. Annika pulled back looking a
little shocked and Mattie met her stare with an affirmative nod. Annika maneuvered
herself into a position where she could suck Elisabet’s erect nipple. Elisabet held Annika
at her breast as she thrust with all her might to drain Josh’s essence. For his part Mattie
helped his brother by fingering his anus and massaging his prostate. That was finally
enough for Josh and he delivered his last load of seed.
Mattie glanced at the clock and noticed that it was 4:15 right before the four of them fell
into a coma like sleep.
The next morning when the boys did not show up for breakfast, Rick and Sandy walked
over to the guest house. They checked the master bedroom and found the four young
people in a tangled heap on the bed. They found that both boys were sound asleep with
their rock hard erections plugged into the girls welcoming vaginas. It was a beautiful
site.
Rick was so turned on that he led Sandy to the living room couch where he seeded her
twice without ever becoming soft. Sandy kept her leg locked tightly around Rick keeping
his softening member captive. She wondered if his seed’s seed was at work deep inside
her body as she drifted off to sleep.
More to come…
Comments and thoughts and reactions greatly appreciated…Thanks again to everyone for
the encouraging emails…they really inspire me to write more…. Mack1137@gmail.com

